The purpose of the Guaranteed Ride Home Program (GRH) is to provide program participants with transportation to their personal vehicles in the event of unpredicted/unexpected personal or immediate family emergencies or unpredicted/unexpected work schedule changes.

Given that the GRH program is for unpredicted/unexpected emergencies or work schedule changes no pre-scheduled arrangements will be accepted for the GRH program. If a GRH is needed the program participant must notify Fleet Link at the time they are available to leave their work site.

The exception to this policy will be for program participants working in 24 hour facilities. In the case of an unanticipated need, such as being frozen at work, the program participant should call Fleet Services to make arrangements as soon as they are aware of the time they will be permitted to leave their work site.

The maximum number of GRH accommodations permitted is 5 in any calendar year.

Any participant found abusing the program could forfeit their privileges to the GRH program at the discretion of the Fleet Administrator.

* Note: Also see FL-3 (Guaranteed Ride Home Policy -GRH).